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2022 Design Awards, Award with Merit2022 Design Awards, Award with Merit
University of Delaware, Wellbeing Center at Warner HallUniversity of Delaware, Wellbeing Center at Warner Hall
Newark, Delaware

Originally constructed as the residence hall for the Women’s College in 1914, the building housed
60 dormitory rooms and supporting spaces for over 100 years. Warner Hall’s rich history and
prominent location on campus required a thoughtful design that maintained its key historic
features while transforming its function and modernizing all building systems without
compromising the character of the original structure.
 
The Wellbeing Center at Warner Hall on University of Delaware’s main campus in Newark,
Delaware has been fully renovated to take on a new role as a hub for student mental health and
wellness services, providing spaces for group therapy sessions, one-on-one counseling, yoga
classes, nutrition programs, and more, all at a central location at the south end of the Green. By
bringing these resources together in a visible location, the University is setting the example of
commitment to self-care and well-being, creating an environment for its students to thrive.
 
The project encompasses a full renovation including all mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire
protection and telecommunications systems, window replacements and envelope upgrades for
energy efficiency, and the addition of a new elevator to connect all three stories and the
basement. Special consideration was given for preserving the historic core of the building for use
as meeting spaces and common rooms.
 
Design Architect: Design Architect: ABHA Architects in collaboration with RAMSA
Owner:Owner:  University of Delaware

Chapter Design AwardsChapter Design Awards
AIA Delaware is committed to excellence in architecture and to celebrating outstanding works of
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architecture through its biennial Design Awards Program.   View 2022 Design Awards Recipients

AIA donates $500,000 to Habitat for HumanityAIA donates $500,000 to Habitat for Humanity
VirginiaVirginia
Donation result of recently developed method of offsetting
carbon emissions.

The American Institute of Architects is donating $500,000 to
Habitat for Humanity Virginia to help launch a two-year
project to install solar energy systems on up to 80 homes in
Washington, DC, and Virginia.

The donation is the result of the association’s goal to offset
the embodied carbon emissions resulting from the AIA
Headquarters renewal project.

The AIA project is one of the first fully decarbonized major
building renovations in the US, demonstrating a cost-effective
and replicable approach to climate action in existing buildings.
The renovations will exceed AIA 2030 Commitment standards
for fossil-fuel use reduction by fully electrifying the building,
reducing energy use by 58 percent, and serving the building
through a 100 percent renewable energy mix.

“We are excited about AIA’s building renewal, and we
appreciate Habitat for Humanity’s assistance to address the
embodied carbon from the project,” said Lakisha Ann Woods,
CAE, AIA EVP/Chief Executive Officer. “All remaining
embodied carbon from AIA’s building renewal will be offset
through this innovative agreement with Habitat for Humanity,
where AIA has donated $500,000 to purchase and install
solar panels to make these homes much more sustainable.”

Continue reading >

 

RENDERING OF THE FACADE OF THE

AIA HEADQUARTERS IN WASHINGTON,

D.C.

A building for all times

Decarbonization and the
AIA 2030 Commitment:
The AIA HQ Approach

AIA headquarters
renewal aims to model
sustainability, equity,
and innovation

AdvocacyAdvocacy

Architects making a differenceArchitects making a difference
AIA's Blueprint for Better

“Architects don’t just design buildings. We design systems
that can work equitably for cities and regions. It’s natural for
us to help government leaders tackle big challenges like
infrastructure, public health, security, and the environment.
We apply the same design methodology, but on a larger
scale.” —Julie Hiromoto, AIA, principal at HKS

Advocates Speak Out Advocates Speak Out (click image or name to watch videos)

 

Emily Grandstaff-Rice, FAIAEmily Grandstaff-Rice, FAIA
“Architects have the professional
knowledge to do better, and it’s

Illya Azaroff, FAIAIllya Azaroff, FAIA
"Architects have an incredible role
to play in terms of carbon

Sarah Curry, Assoc. AIASarah Curry, Assoc. AIA
“Solve the climate crisis any way
that you can.”
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our responsibility to have those
conversations with clients.”

reduction, and how we build and
retrofit buildings."

AIA ArchiPACAIA ArchiPAC

Purpose of ArchiPAC?Purpose of ArchiPAC?
AIA's political action committee (ArchiPAC) is an
additional tool used by AIA to promote prosperous,
sustainable, and equitable communities that benefit
everyone. ArchiPAC solicits donations from eligible AIA
members and contributes to candidates who support all
or specific aspects of AIA's legislative agenda, which is
outlined in AIA's Policy Platform. 

ArchiPAC for MembersArchiPAC for Members

Join our 96,000+ member communityJoin our 96,000+ member community

AIA is the largest, most influential network of architecture professionals—a 96,000+ member
community who shares your passion for design, a desire to change the world, and a
commitment to the highest standards of practice.
 
When you join AIA, you’re joining our community—and so much more.
 
Membership connects you around key practice areas so you can share knowledge, partner on
solutions, and learn from experts and creative thinkers. It connects you to your local
architecture community through your chapter, which hosts virtual events, conferences, awards
programs, and volunteer opportunities.
 
And it comes with unparalleled support AIA offers for your career, your practice, and the
architecture profession, plus free AIAU courses and free practice guides and reports to help you
design for equity and climate action.
 
It’s this kind of support and community that matters. Join AIA, and let’s design a better world,

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.aia.org%2fpages%2f6315362-policy-platform-2020&c=E,1,bdAx3ZVLzYYXT1UW4LCOb5rIRAnVYlR4InhWoBHchuZA8xpEmyggXIjhLMDuErnaOZg2oFhqzgg_LUMH7UusmMEkjPDuWBNksPwE34RCJFKf8M83L5CjZbgI&typo=1
https://app3.vocusgr.com/webpublish/controller.aspx?SiteName=AIA&Definition=PACAbout&SV_Section=PACAbout
https://aiau.aia.org/
https://www.aia.org/resources/6246433-guides-for-equitable-practice


together.
 
Special offer—$99 for new membersSpecial offer—$99 for new members (terms and conditions)
Join AIA as a new member and get a $99 ticket to the AIA Conference on Architecture 2023, the
architecture and design event of the year. The AIA community will be there to welcome you!
Join AIA today

Welcome New Members!Welcome New Members!

Luke Knox, Associate AIA
Tae'Von Miller, Associate AIA
Handan Yardim, Associate AIA

 
Small Firm Exchange (SFx)Small Firm Exchange (SFx)
Willard F. Hurd, AIA, Delaware SFx Reprensentativd

2023 Marketing Series2023 Marketing Series

This four-part online series is packed with resources for small
firms to learn how to market more effectively and efficiently.
Topics include branding and messaging, getting your work
published and expanding your reputation, breaking into a
new market, and raising visibility to attract new clients. AIA
members can register for the entire series or individual
programs.

Tuesday, April 4
Tuesday, April 11
Tuesday, April 18
Tuesday, April 25

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ET
1.5 LU per program
Review the program

Full Series
$140 AIA member
$200 Non-member
Individual Sessions
$45 Each session, AIA
member
$70 Each session, Non-
member

Questions?Questions?
Mike Cocca at
mcocca@aianys.org

Chapter Disaster Assistance CommitteeChapter Disaster Assistance Committee
Jason E. Maguire, AIA, Chair

The MissionThe Mission
The AIA Delaware Disaster
Assistance Committee
participates in the American
Institute of Architects (AIA)
Disaster Assistance Program
which supports a nationwide
network of architects who help
communities mitigate, prepare

https://www.aia.org/resources/65861-your-passion-our-purpose
https://cvent.me/LDMOgz
mailto:mcocca@aianys.org
https://www.aiadelaware.org/disaster-assistance.html


AIA ILLINOIS DISASTER RESPONSE TEAM PERFORMS BUILDING SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

AFTER AN EF 4 TORNADO STRUCK WASHINGTON, ILLINOIS IN 2013.

Watch Brink of Disaster (TV Mini Series)Watch Brink of Disaster (TV Mini Series)
Across North America and the rest of the world, hurricanes,
storm surges, earthquakes and sea level rise, create danger
around the globe and lead to natural catastrophes. Our man-
made metropolises are at constant risk of destruction by these
elemental forces. This series shows just how devastating they
can be and what the latest science and technology do to help.
Produced by WildFlame Productions, new episodes air Thursdays
at 9 PM ET on Discovery.
 
Also available on demand with YouTube TV

for, respond to, and recover
from disasters.
 
The main goal of the Committee
is to support the efforts of and
provide resources for the DEMA
after a disaster. Volunteers
trained in the Safety
Assessment Program will serve
as resources on teams
deployed by the State of
Delaware to disaster areas by
performing rapid property
assessments to damaged
homes and businesses.

Learn how you can become
involved with this important
work.

 
AIA TrustAIA Trust

Pet Health InsurancePet Health Insurance

We expect to spend on our pets’ food, toys, and basic care.
But when illnesses or emergencies arise, veterinary costs can
skyrocket quickly. 

AIA Trust has partnered with the ASPCA® Pet Health
Insurance program to offer AIA members affordable
coverage options so you can focus on your pets’ health
instead of worrying about costs. The program includes:

Extensive coverage options for both accidents and
illness
Customizable plans for your specific budgets and pet
needs 
Competitive pricing along with premium AIA member
discounts of up to 10% per pet 
An easy online claims process and exceptionally
responsive customer care

For more informationFor more information
The cost of pet care
The coverage pets need
Preventive care

 
Take the next stepTake the next step
Get a quote now for your customized pet insurance plan with
competitive pricing and member discounts. Explore plan
options and get a quote from our provider.

 
 

The Truth About Pet
Health Insurance

Traveling with Your Pets

 
Questions?Questions?
Call (877) 343 5314

https://tv.youtube.com/browse/brink-of-disaster-UCYosJ_1uVXWIaIGx8FZR9tg
https://www.aiadelaware.org/disaster-assistance.html
https://d160mojjx9yhiu.cloudfront.net/aia/AIA_Cost+of+Vet+Care+Flyer.pdf
https://d160mojjx9yhiu.cloudfront.net/aia/AIA_Coverage+They+Need+Flyer+-+ASPCA+Pet+Health+Insurance.pdf
https://d160mojjx9yhiu.cloudfront.net/aia/AIA_Preventive+Care+Slick_2021.pdf
https://www.aspcapetinsurance.com/AIA#/start
https://theaiatrust.com/resource/pet-health-insurance/
https://theaiatrust.com/resource/traveling-with-your-pets/


Emerging ProfessionalsEmerging Professionals

NCARB is Retiring the Rolling Clock PolicyNCARB is Retiring the Rolling Clock Policy

After careful review and consideration, the NCARB Board of
Directors voted in January to retire the Architect Registrationretire the Architect Registration
Examination (ARE®) rolling clock policyExamination (ARE®) rolling clock policy, which placed a five-
year expiration date on passed divisions of the ARE. On April
30, 2023, the policy will be replaced with a new score validity
policy, which is based on exam versions (such as ARE 4.0 or
ARE 5.0) rather than a set time frame. NCARB will reinstateNCARB will reinstate
previously expired divisions of ARE 4.0 for most candidates.previously expired divisions of ARE 4.0 for most candidates.
 
New Score Validity PolicyNew Score Validity Policy
Under the score validity policy, a passed exam division would
remain valid throughout the delivery of the exam version
under which it was taken, as well as the next exam version.
For example, ARE 5.0 divisions:

Would be valid throughout the delivery of the version
of the exam under which they were taken (i.e., ARE
5.0), AND
Would be used to establish appropriate credits under
the next version of the exam (likely ARE 6.0) that
would remain valid until this version ends.

 
Continue reading ...

 

NCARB Is Retiring the
Rolling Clock Policy

Answers to Your
Questions About the
Retirement of the
Rolling Clock

Score Validity Policy

Jurisdiction-Specific
Rolling Clock Policies

Share your story.Share your story.
How has the rolling clock impacted you?

Share how you have been affected by the rolling clock on
your journey to licensure. AIA looks forward to working with
NCARB and the AIA Component network to collect and share
those stories to ensure this effort is standardized across all
jurisdictions. 

Learn more >

Walking the WalkWalking the Walk
Connection // 2022 A3

"The Just label requires reporting on 22 indicators
organized into six themes: diversity and inclusion,
equity, employee health, employee benefits,
stewardship, and purchasing and supply chain.
Each indicator outlines accountability metrics
organizations must meet to earn recognition at
four levels of performance."

In our recent Connection, Abigail Brown and
Laura Ewan dive into how the JUST label can be
used to benchmark EDI initiatives.

Read the full article >
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Member NewsMember News

Becker Morgan Group Grows Leadership TeamBecker Morgan Group Grows Leadership Team

Becker Morgan Group is excited to announce additions to its
leadership team, welcoming one new Senior Associate and three new
Associates.

Allison L. Shockley, AIA, NCARB, LEED BD+CAllison L. Shockley, AIA, NCARB, LEED BD+C, has been promoted to
Senior Associate. Allison started her career with Becker Morgan
Group in 2012 after completing her Master of Architecture at The
University of Maryland. She returned to Becker Morgan Group in 2021
after spending five years in Charlotte, NC. Allison has a passion for
educational design and complex projects. She enjoys collaborating
with stakeholders and the project team to understand their vision
and develop the most appropriate design solutions within a project’s
parameters.

 

Tylershane Giffear, PETylershane Giffear, PE, Civil Engineer, is now an Associate with Becker Morgan Group. Tyler joined
Becker Morgan in 2018, having recently graduated from the University of Delaware. Tyler received
licensure in 2022 and has put that knowledge to work for clients throughout the region, with particular
emphasis in northern Delaware.
 
Andrew P. Colletti,Andrew P. Colletti, Civil Designer, has been promoted to Associate. Drew started with Becker Morgan
Group in 2016. A 2014 graduate of the University of Delaware, he has broad experience in all aspects of
civil site design and has specific experience working with large industrial sites throughout northern
Delaware.
 
Ryan J. Musacchio, PERyan J. Musacchio, PE, Civil Engineer, is now an Associate at Becker Morgan Group. Upon graduation
from the University of Delaware, he joined the firm full time in 2014. Ryan has developed skills and



experience across a wide variety of projects and has become well-versed in land development
regulations in New Castle County, DE.
 
Becker Morgan Group is grateful for these individuals and their commitment to the success of the firm.

Programs and EventsPrograms and Events

Structural Technology for Practicing and Intern ArchitectsStructural Technology for Practicing and Intern Architects
Sponsored by Virginia Tech's College of Architecture, Arts and Design
 
About This Course
This course provides an overview of the fundamentals of the structural technology topics that
every architect should be aware of. It also helps intern architects prepare for the structural
portions of the Architect Registration Examination (ARE 5.0) offered by the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB).
 

Part One (General Structures) reviews the necessary knowledge on structural theory and
behavior of different building components in steel, concrete, and wood.
Part Two (Lateral Forces) emphasizes the effects of lateral forces on buildings and
structural framing layout.

 
Who Should Attend
Practicing Architects: Course provides a solid review of architectural structures to help them
with more feasible designs and better communicate with the engineering team.
 
Intern Architects: This course prepares participants for successful completion of the structural
sections of the Project Planning and Design (PPD) and Project Development and Documentation
(PDD) divisions of the ARE.
 
Date
PART ONE: May 6 and 7, 2023
PART TWO: May 13 and 14, 2023
 
Cost
PART ONE: $350 (before April 21: $300)
PART TWO: $190 (before April 21: $165)
PARTS ONE + TWO: $500 (before April 21: $450)
 
For more information and to register.

 
What's new at A'23?What's new at A'23?
Five new things that will have a big impact
on your experience

We’re planning the AEC industry’s most anticipated
event! These five things will have a big impact on
your A’23 experience.
 
1. Tracks
2. The Architecture Expo, powered by AIA
3. AIA Knowledge Communities symposia
4. Virtual sessions, included with registration!
5. Health & wellness built into each day
Learn more >

Register now >

Our PartnersOur Partners

https://www.beckermorgan.com/
https://www.setareh.arch.vt.edu/struct/alexandria/
https://conferenceonarchitecture.com/whats-new-at-a23/
https://conferenceonarchitecture.com/?utm_source=referral&utm_medium=all&utm_campaign=components_23


 

Partner NewsPartner News

TimberTech RailingTimberTech Railing
Three Durable Materials, Endless Style Options

TimberTech Railing delivers enduringly beautiful designs as well
as superior performance, whether choosing from our composite,
PVC, or metal railing collections. And with lots of customization
options, it’s easy to create a unique look.

 

PVC (view options)PVC (view options)

Extruded PVC material with
aluminum reinforcement for
exceptional performance, this
collection has elevated design
potential.
 

Best moisture resistance &
durability: Won’t crack,
chip, rot, swell, or split
UV-resistant for color
protection
Lightweight for easier
handling
Paintable for a custom
look, but not required
Milled-wood-inspired
design
Elevated design potential:
Crisp corners, tight, clean
lines

Composite (view options)Composite (view options)
 
A mix of high-performance
polymers and recycled wood fibers
for impressive durability, this
collection offers the most
customization and style options.
 

Highly durable: Resists
cracking, splitting,
and splintering 
Moisture-resistant:
Protected from mold,
mildew & rot
Premium Matte colors
protected by 25-year
Limited Fade & Stain
Warranty 
Resembles the look of
painted wood
Low maintenance: Never
needs painting or staining 

Metal (view options)Metal (view options)
 
Powder-coated aluminum for high
performance and corrosion
resistance, the panelized railing
system in this collection makes it
easy to install.
 

Superior durability: Resists
fading, staining, and
scratching 
Moisture-resistant: Resists
rotting, cracking, and
corrosion
Narrower balusters for a
less obstructed view (up to
30% less than
competitors)
Panelized railing system
for a quick install (no
fastening of individual
balusters)

https://www.timbertech.com/products/railing/pvc-railing/
https://www.timbertech.com/products/railing/composite-railing/
https://www.timbertech.com/products/railing/metal-railing/


Made from up to 50%
recycled material
Offers the most
customizations & styles
from modern to traditional 

Paintable for a custom
look, but not required
Milled-wood-inspired
design
Elevated design potential:
Crisp corners, tight, clean
lines

Questions? I’m here to help.Questions? I’m here to help.
From designing and acquiring your railing to its installation and maintenance, I can help you
every step of the way.

Sharon Moore, Area ManagerSharon Moore, Area Manager cov
(302) 233-5358
Sharon.Moore@azekco.com

Allied Member NewsAllied Member News

Pre-SCUP Mass Timber Panel RecapPre-SCUP Mass Timber Panel Recap
DCI + MacINTOSH Engineers

The day before the Society for College and University Planning (SCUP) Mid-Atlantic Conference
kicked off in Philadelphia, DCI hosted a special panel, “Making Mass Timber Pencil: From College
Campuses to High-Rise Towers” at the Center for Architecture & Design in Philadelphia.

Hosted by local office DCI+MacINTOSH Engineers, which merged with DCI in February 2022,
along with representatives from KSS Architects, Gilbane Building Company, Lake|Flato Architects
and DCI, the panel discussed this innovative, sustainable material that’s gaining momentum
across the country. They fielded questions from the audience—with attendees ranging from
university decision makers and developers to designers, contractors, suppliers and cost
estimators—focusing much of the conversation on the mass timber process: how best to engage
the team, getting accurate comparative pricing and the importance of owner buy-in for engaging
subcontractors early on.

“I was impressed by the wide array of attendees, which equates to the thirst for knowledge
about mass timber in general,” noted panelist Ethan Martin, DCI’s Director of Sustainability &
Mass Timber.

Other topics included WHO is building with mass timber, WHY mass timber is a choice material,
HOW mass timber is being done cost-effectively, WHAT building officials think of the mass
timber code and WILL mass timber be here to stay, with a resounding answer to the last topic
being YES.

To learn more about DCI’s mass timber services, visit DCI online or contact Bob MacIntosh, PE,
Principal b email to rmacintosh@dci-engineers.com.

mailto:Sharon.Moore@azekco.com
https://www.dci-engineers.com/markets/mass-timber
mailto:rmacintosh@dci-engineers.com


VerdantasVerdantas
People Focused CulturePeople Focused Culture

Verdantas, a national leading provider of engineering, planning, and science services
with three offices in Delaware (Dover, Wilmington, and Lewes) supports clients’ sustainability,
resiliency, and strategic infrastructure objectives. Recently, Verdantas added consulting
capabilities (acquiring Pennsylvania’s Borton-Lawson) related to operations and infrastructure
optimizing and decision-driving technology, linking Verdantas’ engineering and environmental
expertise to bring local and national clients a suite of integrated services. 

Image: Drone Derived 3D Imaging—Every Aspect Measurable to 1/16 inch

Verdantas acquired Delaware-based firm Duffield & Associates in 2021. Since then, Verdantas
has added ten additional companies stretching across the United States and bringing our clients
the opportunity to tap into a wealth of unique expertise in structural engineering, environmental
assessment, and remediation as well as disciplines in the area of sustainability and natural
resources and environmental planning.
 
“Our people-focused culture has driven decisions on which companies and what talent we bring
into Verdantas and guides our day-to-day and long-term growth-related decisions,” said, DeirdreDeirdre
Smith, Mid-Atlantic Area ManagerSmith, Mid-Atlantic Area Manager. “People-focused relates not only to our people but also our
clients and the communities where we live and work.” 
 
According to Verdantas, these recent acquisitions have significantly enhanced its ability to
provide its clients and project partners with comprehensive solutions that can help them achieve
their strategic business goals.  Visit Verdantas.

Allied MembersAllied Members

http://www.verdantas.com/
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Blake & Vaughan Engineering Penn Lighting Associates

County Group Companies RCI Printing & Graphics
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DEDC, LLC Tighe & Cottrell, P.A.

Delaware Brick Company Union Wholesale Company (UWC)

DiSabatino Construction Company Verdantas

Electronic Home Solutions (EHS) Wohlsen Construction Company

Karins & Associates Become a Partner or Allied Member

ResourcesResources

AIA Delaware Join AIA AIA Career Center

Find an Architect Support Us DE Job Board

AIA Conference
on Architecture

AIAU AIA
Contract Documents

AIA Delaware | 110 E Main Street #479, Newark, DE 19715
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